


Recycling language with 

higher-level learners.
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In this workshop we’ll look at why it’s important to 
recycle language in the classroom and share some tips 
and practical ideas to take away with you.



Introduction

‘Language is successfully acquired only when it is available for spontaneous, original 

personal use with other people’ (Lewis, in Willis and Willis, 1996, p.12)

Learners ’need to do different things on different days to the same structures’ (Dellar, 

H, 2013, at 30 min).

Help our learners ‘’see the whole as well as the parts’’ (Mumford, 2011)

Hoey suggests that one crucial difference between advanced level learners and native 

speakers is that ‘advanced learners often manifest grammatical correctness but 

collocational inappropriateness’ (Hoey,2003)



Introduction

Today we’ll look at:

1. Integrating it into your class with three-exchange dialogues 

2. Setting context and tone with speculation and role plays

3. Integrating it into your classes with guided anecdotes

4. A quick filler idea: Explore a phrase in-depth

5. A quick review or warmer: Real world examples



Integrating it into classes

A: I really think there’s a chance I’ll get fired for this.

B: You should have listened to me - I said it was a bad 
idea.

A: Yeah well it’s too late now. I’m absolutely mortified.

A: Pay no attention to her- she can’t have been
serious.

B: Well why would she say something like that then?

A: No idea, but there’s no way it’s true.

A: Why hasn’t he sent back his feedback yet? It’s been more 
than 3 days.

B: I wouldn’t worry about it. He might have just forgotten. 

A: No, I think it’s a bad sign. Should I call him?



Integrating it into classes

Use three-exchange dialogues to:

Introduce a topic while recycling language.

Introduce common forms of usage & formulaic language.

Encourage learners to consider the language in use.

Work on pronunciation features.

Practise changing tone.



Setting a context

I mean it’s the 21st century! We shouldn’t have 
to put up with it anymore!

Learners speculate about the sentence:
What’s the situation? What does ‘it’ refer to? Who is speaking? 

Share ideas in class feedback.

Role play.



Setting a context

I have to admit, I think the way he went about it was somewhat 
underhanded or questionable at the very least.

I’m absolutely delighted for you - you must be over the moon about it!

Well, they were very sympathetic about it but stopped short of actually 
apologising or admitting fault.

I only agreed to get involved on a whim, but it’s one of the best decisions 
I’ve ever made.

I’m telling you - it’s all above board and you’ll see your investment back in 
no time.



Integrating it into classes

Choose one of the following situations to talk about:

● A complaint you once made (about a product, service, …)

● A time you fell out with someone or a difficult conversation you had to have.

● A plan you made which turned out to be a bit of a disaster (were you acting as a tour 

guide, planning a birthday party, in charge of organising a holiday… )

● A mistake you made/ a regret ( a time you didn’t listen to good advice,...)

● Your own story about a conflict or dilemma you faced

Consider the following questions to help you prepare:

What happened?

Do you think you handled it well? That is, if you had approached the situation another way, 

would you have avoided any issues or had a better outcome?

If there was another person, company involved, how do you think they dealt with the issue? 

Should they have done anything differently?

With the benefit of experience, what advice would you give someone facing this dilemma now?



Integrating it into classes

Consider the following questions to help you prepare:

What happened?

Do you think you handled it well? That is, if you had approached the situation 

another way, would you have avoided any issues or had a better outcome?

If there was another person, company involved, how do you think they dealt with 

the issue? Should they have done anything differently?

With the benefit of experience, what advice would you give someone facing this 

dilemma now?



Explore a phrase in-

depth.

STRIKE A CHORD

Language notes
forms of the verb; dependent prepositions; collocations; other forms of the word; 
noun type; verb pattern; phrasal verb (separable/transitive/other meanings)

Pronunciation
weak sounds; stress; silent letters; anything that trips you up; rhymes with; sounds
like

Usage & meaning
meaning; near synonyms; synonyms/antonyms; connotations; contexts

Experiment!
what might it look like in present perfect; as a conditional; in a cleft sentence; in past
perfect

Real world examples
in the news; in academic papers; in a blog; in a podcast 



Explore a phrase in-

depth.

STRIKE A CHORD



Explore a phrase in-

depth.

up in the air mull over scepticism
urge   

run out of play down doomed rife

recurrent denounce
unprecedented

Language notes

Pronunciation

Usage & meaning

Experiment!

Real world examples (what other categories might work here?)



Real world examples



Real world examples



Final thoughts

Final Thoughts:

● Keep it simple and easy
● Be explicit
● Give thinking time
● Do it regularly

What would you add?
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Trinity DipTESOL Course (Delta equivalent)

Gain your advanced qualification in ELT with Europe’s 
leading course provider – now available fully online

DipTESOL Course Overview:

⮚ Blended or Fully Online: Choose between studying 6 months online followed by 4 weeks 
face-to-face in Barcelona, or studying fully online.

⮚ Practical: Emphasis throughout the course on developing teaching skills and applying 
insights to your classroom.

⮚ Phonology: Emphasis on teaching pronunciation - unique to this course and highly 
valued by our graduates.

⮚ Flexible: Study at times to suit your weekly schedule and take up to 3 years to complete 
the course if necessary.

⮚ Professional: Learn from world-class tutors, including Lindsay Clandfield, Scott Thornbury, Ceri 
Jones and Adrian Underhill.

⮚ Supportive: Receive unlimited support via email and Zoom from our Course Director.
⮚ Transformational: Improve your chances of finding some of the best positions in ELT via our 

careers service.
⮚ Recognised: Gain a prestigious, internationally recognised and advanced qualification in ELT.
⮚ Course fee: €2700 (€2600 Oxford TEFL graduates) with the option to pay in instalments.
⮚ Next start date: April 24th 2023



Trinity DipTESOL Course (Delta equivalent)



Thank you for your attention
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